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- Theshear stress data for L12 single crystals for morethan 50 kinds have beenalready compiled. Thefact that the ternary

additive is inevitable to facilitate the single crystai growth of Ni3Al is rather fortunate for us, because its selection is widely

different by individua[ workers, and this situation enables us to evaluate the effect of ternary elements on the plastic

behaviour in Ni3(Al.X) single crystals. Referring to the comprehensivedata for polycrystalline Ni3(Al.X), the solid solution

hardening of the CRSSfor octahedral slip at low temperatures and the positive temperature dependenceof the CRSSfor

octahedral slip are evaluated mostly on Ni3(Al,X) single crystals in terms of the effects of compositions including both the

deviation from stoichiometry and the ternary additions, and the effect of orientations of the stress axis Abovethe tempera-
ture showing the maximumstrength, the behaviour ot the CRSSfor cube slip controlled by Peierls mechanismand the

CRSSfor octahedral slip controlled by viscous motion of dislocations are analysed in terms of the dependent variables of

temperature, strain-rate, orientation and compositions Comparisonof the plastic deformation is also extended to other L12
compoundssuch as Ni3Ga. Ni3Ge, C03Ti and Pt3Al, which exhibit a big contrast each other Also pointed out is the areas
where the future research and development will be needed

KEYWORDS:defect hardening; solid solution hardening; positive temperature dependenceof strength: strain-rate depen-
denceof strength ;cube s[ip; octahedral slip; peak temperature; Iow temperature sensitivity of strength ;tension/compression
tlow stress asymmetry; offstoichiometry; viscous flow; orientation dependenceof strength: Ni3Ge; Ni3Ga; Ni3AI; Pt3AI; C03Ti;

L1
2 compound;L1 2

Single crystal.

l. Present Status

Gammaprime is anomalous. Because f Ni3A1
showsthe positive ternperature dependenceof strength.

The flow stress increases rather sharply with increas-
ing temperature, reaching a peak and then decreases.

In 1957, this anomalyhas been first found in a study

on hot hardness by Westbrook,1) and subsequently
conflrmed in a study on tensile flow stress by Flinn 2)

Such anomaly has been reported in manyother L12
intermetallic compounds; Ni3Si by Lawrie,3, C03Ti
by Thornton and Davies,4) Ni3Ga by Takeuchi and
Kuramot0,5,6) and N. i3Ge by Pak et al.7) A marvel is

that nickel base superalloys, being strengthened by
the precipitation of r', had already been developed
and commercialy used at high temperature duties be-
fore wehave realized this nature of r'.

Gammaprirne is unique. BecauseT' Ni3Al, being

one of the Berthollide type compounds, has a rela-

tively wide homogc-niety range around stoichiometry
in the Ni-AI binary system and in manycases has
extended homogeniety lobes into Ni-Al-X ternary
systems.8~10) That is, T' Ni3A1 can accomodate a
fairly large numberof elements, not only transition

metal elements but also B-subgroup elements, into its

substitutional solid solution,11) resembling the case in
nickel.12) On account of this feature the f single

phase alloys or the r/f two phase alloys are- endowed
a larg_ e capability for modiflcations by a,110ying in

order to change the properties. It leaves us still big
margins to be encouraged to design newnickel base
heat-resistant alloys, although a significant amounts
of superalloys containing various kinds of solutes have
alre.ady been developed.

The mechanisrn based on the so-called Kear-
Wilsdorf locks is nowaccepted to interpret the anom-
aly in L12 compounds. The Kear-Wilsdorf mech-
anism has been furnished in detail on the basis of
experiments on plastic deformation of single crystals,

the observation of dislocation behaviour by transmis-
sion electron microscope and theoretical considera-
tions on dislocation dissociations. Those are to be
found in the review papers in detail.13-15) Here, it

can be stated that the mechanisminvolves thermally
activated cross slip of 1/2[lOl] screw dislocations on
(111) primary glide plane to (OIO) non-glide plane
resulting locking of the cross sliped segment to raise

the flow stress with increasing temperature. This

meansthat the lowest antiphase boundary (APB) en-
ergy on (lOO) non-glide plane, being intrinsic to the

nature of L12 crystal structure, is a prerequisite for the
Kear-Wilsdorf mechanism.2,16)

With the mechanismin mind, a question mayarise

why not all of L12 ordered alloys show the anoma-
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ly.17,18) The phase stability concept proposed by the

group of the present authors could successfully answer
this question. The concept is based on a broad sur-

vey on the temperature dependenceof flow stress in

a numberoi' L12 compoundsand it has been shown
by them that a lower phase stability ofL12 phase wi_th

respect to D022 or D019 phase is responsible for a
higher magnitude of the anornalous stre.ngth behav-
iour. Consequently, it has been shown that a sys-
tematic variation in phase stabi]ity could be achieved
by partially replacing one of the componentsin the

compoundto result in increasing or decreasing_ either

atomic radius ratio or electron concentration.19-21)

The concept has yielded in the COLIT'se manyfindings

of newL12 compoundshaving the anomaly but yet
has been ignored,17,18) 'Thc_. effect of the c.omposi-
tional deviations from stoichiometry22,23) and thc ter-

nary additions24~27) on the magnitude of the anomaly
in r' Ni3A1 can also be well explained by this co_n-
cept.28,29)

Investigations on single crystals of L12 compounds,
most often in Ni3Al, have extensively been carried out
in the past two decades. In o_rder to facilitate the

growth of single crystalline Ni3Al, ternary additions

are inevitable to avoid a peritectic reaction during
solidification that occurs in the Ni-AI binary system.
For the reason, most of the experiments have l]een

performed on ternary systems of the type Ni3(Al, X).

Suchsituation is, however, rather fortunate. A com-
pilation of these experimental data by itself provides

us invaluable information on the effect of alloying

elements since individual worker has chosen a differ-

ent kind of ternary element for the purpose. Among
these efforts, noteworthy is a work by Curwick pre-
sented in a form of Ph.D dissertation back in 1972.30)

His result of the flow stress on single crystalline Ni3
(Al, X) includes the effect of Mo, Nb, Ta, Ti and W,
systematically inve.stigated based on the sameexperi-

mental technique. A similar size of experimental
works on single crystalline Ni3(A1, X) is currently
being performed by Heredia and Pope.31,32)

In all the past studies, high temperature flow stress

data were taken only to showthe existence ofthe peak
but not to interpret the origin of the behavio_ur. It

is really understandable that the most of' efforts were
dedicated to the study on the anomaly itself and rela-

tively little attention was paid to the temperature
regime showing the ordinary negative temperature
dependenceof strength beyond the peak. However,
it is practically important to predict thc peak tempera-
ture shift by the change in the orientation, strain-rate

or co_mposition.

The available shear stress data, especially at ele-

vated temperatures, have been compiled and eval-

uated by the present authors.33,34) These works are
motivated by the recent studies on Ni3(Al, Ti) single
crystals at high ternperatures, in which rather good
progress has beenmadein quantitatively rationalizing
the effects of the orientation, strain-rate and tempera-
ture on the operative slip mode.s and the peak tem-
perature shift.35,36) Thoscefforts offer an opportunity
to provide a comprehensiveunderstanding on the data
reported in the past on the plastic behaviour of L12

single crystals in the entire temperature range con-
cerned, tog_ ethcr with sufficient data on the polycrys-
talline co_mpounds. This is the intention of the pre-
sent revicw.

2. General Aspect

A schcmatic of the temperature dependence of
shear stress rcsolved o_nto (1 11)plane at a fixed strain-

rate is shownin Fig. l, in Ni3Al sing]c crystals having
typical two different orientations of stress axis; one
is away from and the other near [OOl]. Here, we
denote the former as the orientation A and the latter

the orientation B. The slip system operated is (1 1l)

[10l] in the temperature regime I below the peaks
T.1'c and TI'o for bo_th the orientations. Thepeak Tpc

appears by the onset of' cube slip for the orie.nta~tion A,
whi.le the octaheclral slip still operates above the peak
temperature Tp" for the orientation B. For this sake)
the temperatures showing the peak stress are classifled

into the categories as TI'c and Tr'o' and thus the tem-
perature regimes above the peaks are designated as
the reg_ime 11 and the regime 111, respectively. In
order to reconcil to the flgure presented by thc CRSS
for ~lll)LTOl] slip, the CRSSfor (OOl)[IIO] slip in
the regime 11 is divided by the Schmidfactor ratio R,
where R=Sc/S., and S. and S~ arc the Schmidfactors

on (OOl)[llO] and (111)[lOl]. (see Appendix) This
procedure enables us to makevisible the peak tem-
pc.rature T;'c' as a cross po_int of the shear stress

curves.
In the regime I, where the octahedral slip is opera-

tive, the observcd shear stress r~et is considered as the

sumof two terms)Is-z0,22)

Toct =: Ta(*et) +r~et ""' """"'(1)

where fa(~'t) has the ordinary negative temperature
dependencemostly arising from moduluschangewith
temperature, while r,',.L has the anomalous positive

temperature dependencecaused by the thermally ac-
tivated cross slip being well-known as the Kear-
Wilsdorf mechanism. For the thcrmal component
t:,t' a form of Arrhenius-typc dependenceis irnme-
diately suggcsted,

r~ct = Aoexp (- UlkT) ..................(2)

where, Ao: a temperature independent constant
U: an apparent activatio_ n energy

k, T: usual meanings.
As a result, the bottom temperature Tb will appear
at the condition ar,,(t,i(~T=0 and Ta(""L) becomes
~o(oct) at absolute zero temperature.18=20,22) The com-
position and orientation dependences of Ta(oct) and
Ti,t will be discussed in Chaps. 3to 5.

In the regime II, the observed shear stress Teub rs

expressed as the sumof the effective stress t~*b and
the athermal stress TG(cub) '

fc~b = ta('ub) +T~ub ""' """"'(3)

The deformation modein this temperature regime
characterised by cube slip is considered to be con-
trolled by the Peierls-Nabarro mechanism.35) At the
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A schematic illustration of the temperature depen-
dence of shear stress resolved onto (1 1l) plane at a
fixed strain ratc in Ni3Al single crystal.

Orientation dependenceof the appearanceof par*
ticular peak temperature is shownfor two typical

orientations; A bcing awayfrom and Bnear [OOl].

Most of thc nomenclatures uscd in the text are
appearlng.

critical temperature T* the stress component r~~b

vanishes and then T.~b= Tr'. (~~b) '
The tcmperature and

strain-rate dependencesof T~*b will be discussed in

Chap. 6. In the chapter, also discussed are the ori-

entation dependenceof T1" and the composition de-
pendenceof ?:G (*~b) .

The regime 111 appears for the specimens having
the stress axis near [OOl]. Becauseof' the very small
RSSfor cube slip to operate, the regirne I is extendcd

up to enoughly high temperature, where the diffusive

or viscous flow can be introduced on thc octahedral
plane. Thus, T,," is strongly dependent on strain-

rate. Whenoctahedral slip governs the deformation
above Tp", a characteristic yield drop and the follow-
ing steady-state deformation are observed on the
stress-strain curve.36) Chapter 6 will be devoted to
the formulation of the steady-state stress. T,f.*, as a
function of temperature, strain-rate and composi-
tions.

In Chap. 7, mention will be madeon Pt3Al and
C03Ti sing_ Ie crystals, which exhibit a marked con-
trast to nickel base L12 compoundsand provide us
morecomprehensive understanding on the plastic. be-
haviour of L12 compounds. In Chap. 8, the discus-
sion will be extendcd to the transition of the peak
temperature from Tp" to Tp" by the change in orien-
tation of the crystals for various kinds of 1.12 com-
pounds.

3. Defect Hardening and Solid Solution Hard-
enrng

3. 1. Offsloichiometry and oa (~.t)

The effect of compositional deviations from stoi-

chiometry on To(.*t) rs not known, becauseof the dif-

ficulty in growing the single crystals all over the
homogeneity range. The effect, however, would be
revealed by the results of the 0.2 o/o flow stress fJe("t)

on polycrystalline Ni3Al. This kind of data have
been first reported in hardness by Guard and West-
brook8) and latcr in compressive flow stress at room
temperature by manyworkers.37~3q ) Al] thcse results

show that the significant hardening takes place for

Al-rich deviation but only a small amountof harden-
ing for Ni-rich deviation. In Fig. 2 shownare the
change in the O2o,' flow stress at 77 K, .J.,,1'(77)

,
and

' /o
at room temperature, a.*t(RT) for nickel base L12 com-
pounds.22,23) Practically, it can be assumed that

a.*t(77) ~Fco(..t)
'

It is clear that the asymmctric defect

hardening occurs accompanying the minima of
strength at stoichiometry, which is a commonlyob-
served characteristic of ordered alloys at low tem-
peratures.8,40-42) This figurc shows that on Al- and
Ga-rich deviations the flow stress at roomtemperature
is more intense than that at 77 K. This is due to the
increased effect of the anomaly with increasing tem-
perature. It is needed to use the flow stress at a
temperature as low as possible in order to separate
the defect hardening as well as the solid solution
hardening from the strength anomaly as stated in
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Chap. 2.

In Ni3Al the point defect caused by the deviations
from stoichiometry is not the constitutional vacancies,
being found in NiA1 and COAIin the form o}' unfllled
lattice sites by Ni atoms on Al-rich side ol' stoichio-
metry.8,43,44) Instead of this, the anti-structure de-
fects,22,45) where the substitution of excess atoms is for

vacant sublattice sites, occurs in Ni3Al on both sides

of stoichiometry. This is confirmed by the facts that
the lattice parameter changes continuously beyond
stoichiometry,22) the measureddensity of offstoichio-

metric alloys is in accord with the calculated value
using lattice parameter data46) and ther'e is no dif-

ference between the diffusion rates for both aide of
stoichiometry.47) NiAl has a nature of electron com-
pounds,48) where the constitutional vacancies are
lbrmed in such a wayas to hold the numberof elec-

trons per unit cell co_nstant. Onthc other hand, in

Ni3Al such is not the case but the electron density of
state rescmbl_es to that of nickel49,50) which is a typical
transition metal element.

In order to explain the defect hardening, Aoki and
lzumi have tried to apply the Fleischer-type theory

on the solid solution hardening.39) However, this at-

tempt is unlikcly, becausc the hardening rates are not
the samebut the changing rates of lattice parameter
are the same in both sides of stoichio_ mctry.22) At
present the cause of the defect hardening remains
unexplained by the theory, even if we maytake into

account the effect of elastic modulus change accom-
panied by the compositional deviations from stoichio-

metry.51)
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by both the Ni conccntration and thc deviation

parameter ~:; 1/4- (x+y) on the 0.2 ,•(] flow stress

evaluated at 77 K (F
_ _ -and at room tempera' oc.L(77)'

for Ni3Al and Ni3Ga.2L) Also shownture, (!oet(RT)'
for Ni3Si and Ni3Ge.23)are (Foct(77)

3. 2. Ternary Additions and (Ta (..t)

Pioneer work for the solid solution hardening in
Ni3Al has been done again by Westbrook.1) Sub-
sequent works on the hardening effect of ternary addi-
tions to polycrystalline Ni3A1 have been carried out
by Thornton et al.,52) Lopez and Hancock,87) Rawlings
and Staton-Bevan,38) and Aoki and lzumi,3g) although

a limited numberof solute elements were examined.
For the analysis in terms o_f the Fleischer-type elastic

interactions, the information of the substitution be-
haviour, the lattice parameter change and the modu-
lus change by ternary additions are inevitable. The
alloying behaviour of Ni3Al, i.e., whether a certain
addition substitutes exclusively for Al, exclusively for

Ni or for both sites has been comprehensively eval-
uated by the group of the present authors.9,10) The
effort wasbased on their ownexperimental works on
the direction of the solubility lobc of 1_12 phase, to-
gether with the available data on ternary phasc dia-

grams including the work first done by Guard and
Westbrook.8) (see Appendix)

Solid solution hardcning of polycrystalline Ni3AI
slightly deviated to Ni-rich side has been investigated

by Mishima et al.u] for the additions of a variety of
both B-subgroup and transition metal elements, all of
which substitute for A1-site.9) (see Appendix) Re-
ferring to the systematic investigation on the rate of
lattice parameter change da,Idx53) and that of modulus
change dE!dx,ll) various types of elastic interaction

between the strain frel*ds of a dislocation and a solute

have been examinedto analytically describe the hard-
ening. It has been found that the hardening rate
daa(~.t)/dx is best described by a combinedparameter
appropriatc f'or the elastic interaction involving edge
dislocations, as has been observed in manyother fcc

terminal solid solutions.11) Also, it has been found
that the atomic size misfit plays a ma.jor role and the
contr.ibution of the modulus misflt is minimal.11,24,25)

Thus, the result can be illustrated simply by the rela-
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tion between d(TG(..t)/dx and da!dx, as shown in Fig.
3.25) Obviously, the relation is found to split into

two correlation curves, one for transition metal ele-

mentsand the other for B-subgroup elements. These
findings are the samein nature as what is observed
in the solid solution hardening of' nickcl.12)

It is obvious that there is an extra hardening which
can not be explained by thc elastic interaction theory
for the additions of transition metal elements in Ni3Al

as well as in nickel. It has been concluded that the

extra hardening effect arises mainly from characteris-
tic d-d hopping interactions between the host nickel

and transition metal solutes, which are essentially

absent lbr B-subgroup solutes having only sp va-
lencc.54) The reasons why the extra hardening has
not been observed clearly until recently are the fol-

lowings :
(1 ) the experiments on the solid solution harden-

ing have been ibcussed mainly on noble metal sol-

vents, to which few transition metal elements are
soluble, and

(2) a systematic experimental study on the solu-

tion hardening for both types of solutes has not been
performed in nickel, even less in Ni3Al.n,12,54)

3.3. TG(.*t) in Single Crystals

In order to assess the hardening effect on TG(.*t),
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Relation between the observed CRSSon (1 11)[10l] for Ni3(Al,

X) single crystals at room temperature. T.ct(l~T)' and the c.alc.u-

lated flow stress for polycrystals of the corresponding composi-
tions, cF~".t(RT)'"5] For data being claimed to be at 75 ato/t Ni,

two values can be assigned depending on the extraporation

madefrom Ni-rich (JV) or Al-rich side (A) oi' oil~toiclliomctry.22)

Twostraight lines are drawn with slopes of 3.0f_;, bcing the

Taylor factor, and 2, being the lowest value thcorctically

derivcd. There is a good correlation with only one cxccption
of Ni3(A1, Nb).

there are manydifliculties such that the characteriza-
tion and the deviations from stolchiometry of the sin-

gle crystals were not the samein each experiment and
there is uncertainty for estimating the hardening rate

on alloying because the binary single crystals as a
reference can not be obtained easily. Assumingthat
daa("t-)/dx obtained at the binary base compositio_n
slightly deviated to Ni-rich side is applicable to any
binary composition, i.e., to any offstoichiometric com-
position, the values of aa(..t) for any ternary polycrys-
tal can be calculated. This assurnption imp]-icitly

meansthat X atoms are equally and randornly dis-

tributed on the lattice sites instead of'AI atoms where
no interaction occurs betwecn them. Thecomparison
between the data for polycrystals and those for single
crystals including those provided by Curwick30) and
by Heredia and Popc31,32) are madein Figs. 4(a) and
4(b).55) Unfortunately, the lowest test temperature
employedby Curwick wasroomtemperature. Thus,
the comparison is madeboth for the ilow stress at

room temperature, r.*t(Iil'), and 77K, r..t(77), the
latter being practically assumedto be nearly equal to
lro(..t)' In these figures straight lines are drawn to
show the Taylor factor being commonlyrecognized
value of' 3.06 and the lowcr limit being the theoreti-
cally expected valuc of 2.0. The systen]atic relation
between (T('("t) and ra(~*t) Is_ ibund and the ab~recment
with the lines of the lower bound is quite good.

Electron mi_croscopic observations have shownt.hat

dislocations have no pronounced directionality in the
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Bcing diffcrent from Fig. 4(a) the cffect of the strength

anomaly, and hence N or A marking, is not appearing at this

temperature. Thc observed value.s for both single- and poly-
crystals are togetller shownof' Ni3Gaand Ni3Ge.
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specimens deformed at 77 K, while they are straight

being parallel to the Burgers vector and thus con-
sisting of mostly screw character in the specimen de-
forrned above room temperature, where the strength

anomaly is predominant.15,56-59) It is evident that

these observations support the conclusion that the
solid solution hardening is governed by the motion of

edge dislocations.11) Onthe other hand, the anoma-
10us temperature dependence of strength is closely

related to the mobility of screw dislocations which be-

comeslow comparedto that of edge dislocations with
increasing temperature. Thus, the assumption of the
additivity of the components of flow stress, T..t=
TG(..t_) +T~,t, would be rationalized, as shown in Fig.

l. It is recognized that -*a(.*t) Is very sensitive to
compositions but not strongly sensitive to the strain-

rate and orientation. Theexperimental results agree
rather well with the Schmid's Lawas is observed in

ordinary fcc metals. Deviation occurs only at ori-

entations along the boundaries of the stereographic
triangle where the plastic deformation will begin on
more than one slip system.

4. Positive Temperature Dependence of
Strength (RegimeI)

4. I. Temperature Dependenceof t
.

..t

In contrast to the anomalousbehaviour of macro-
scopic flow stress, Ni3A1 is normal on the changewith
increasing temperature in the microscopic flow stress

at 10-5-10-6 strain52,56) as well as the elastic modu*
lus.60) In Fig. 5, the temperature dependence of

stress divided by shear modulus, T..t(T)/G..t(T),

being normalized by the value at 4K is shown ibr

Ni3Al at the two levels o{' the flow stress. In the ex-
pression, G..t is the shear moduluson the (1 11) plane
in the [110] direction. Together shownare the same
quantity for someother L12 compoundsfor compari-

son 56,61,62) Here the shear modulus data are taken
for Ni3Al, Cu3Auand Ni3Fe single crystals provided
by Onoand Stern,60) Flinn et al.,63) and by Turchi

/~
'l 2.0 Il1?
~~

\~) ~ (Ix I0~3)
~: 1.5
~;
1: ~; cu Auv el~/(' ~-1:~~~ I O~ A71
b.

' '~~A$-~~:t\~~~~~t~~
_

.~N-~3AI(5xloh
Ni3Fe ~

0.5
O IOO 200 300 500400

Temperature I K
Fig. 5. Temperature dependenceof the shear stress at 5>

l0-5 microstrain and I x 10-3 strain divided by
shear modulus normalized by the value at 4K in

Ni3Al. Together shownare Ni3Fe and Cu3Auor-
dered alloys; one has no strength anomalyand the

otllcr has the strength anomaly.

et al.,64) respectively.

Mulford and Pope56) have stated that at high tem-
peratures the plastic strain at low stress is related to
the motion of edge dislocations and the macroscopic
yielding requires that of screw dislocations which is

apparently muchmore diflicult. Also, stated is that
the loss of mobile edge segrnents during the initial

straining results in a hardening effect on the sub-

sequent loading, which is termed as the microstrain
exhaustion. Even in the macroscopic fiow in many
L12 compoundshaving the. strength anomaly, it is

often observed, as in Fig. 1, that a normal negative

temperature dependenceoccurs below the tempera-
ture Tt,'5,56) In case of Ni3Al, Tb is reported to be
about 77 K.56) In this temperature region, the dis-

locations are characterized by a randommixture of
edge and screw components.56~58)

If we could imagine a hypothetical Ni3Al where
the cross slip mechanismof screw dislocations is not
activated and no exhaustion hardening takes p]ace,
it is a commonpractice to treat as a weakly negative
function of temperature being observed in fcc metals
and normal L12 compounds,Iike Ni3Fe,

rG(.*t) = to(.ct)(1 -B T)
. ... ......

......(4)

Referring to Fig. 5, the constant B is defined as
[1-(G2/G1)]f(T2-T1) or [1-(Tr/r'2")]/(T2-T1) and
then is approximated to be in the range of 0.0003-
0.0004, where r~' is the flow stress at low levels of
microstrain at temperature Ti.19,20,22) Then, we can
determine the thermal componentT~.t by substract-

ing lrG(..t) from the applied stress T..t, as shown in

Eq. (1). For the derivation of' the thermal compo-
nent, it has been usually employedas Ta("t) =To(..t,) =
const. at all temperatures, because of a very small

temperature dependenceof Te(..t)' However, we be-
lieve that Eq. (4) is muchmore advantageous be-

cause, as shown in Fig. 5, the Cottrell-Stokes ratio

tends to reach a lower limit of about 0.7 to 0.8, which
is commonlyobserved values for fcc metals.65)

4.2. Strength Anomalyand U
Pair dislocations in L12 structure are expected to

be dissociated into part,ial dislocations accompanied
by various kinds of faults. The types of faults on
{111) plane betwcen them are expected to be the
antiphase boundary (APB), the superlattice intrinsic

stacking fault (SISF), the complex stacking fault

(CSF) and superlattice extrinsic stacking fault (SESF).
Arnong them, someof' faults have been confirmed by
electron microscope and the others not. Stability of
possible dislocation dissociations58,66~69) and disloca-

tion core structures70-72) are theoretically discussed by

manyworkers and details are revie\'ved by Pope and
Ezz.14) Here, we can simply state that an empirical
activation energy Uin Eq. (2) is associated with the
construction of partial dislocations on (111) plane,

which is essential for the cross slip onto (OOl) plane
to occur and that the driving force for cross slip

originates from an anisotropy of APBe-nergy, i.e., a
vcry low APBencrgy on non-glide (lOO) plane com-
pared to that on g]ide (1 1l) plane in Ni3Al.2,16)

Based on the thermally activated cross slip model,
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Takeuchi and Kuramoto have first expressed their

results of Ti.* for Ni3Gasingle crystals by the Arrhe-
nius equation.6) The magnitude of the mechanical
anomaly can be described by the value of activation

energy U. Incidentally, it has been shown that the
bottom temperature Tf' is a good index to evaluate
the activation energy U, in such L12 compoundthat
the temperature range from Tt, to Tl'" is too narrow
to estimate U by the ordinary Arrhenius plot.18)

Cu3Au, where the disordering takes place about 600

K is a typical example. It can be statecl that Cu8Au
is one of the anomalouscompoundshaving a weaker
positive temperature dependence of strength than
Ni3Al, as shown in Fig. 2. The activation energy
estimated from Tb and To(.*t) Is 16 k.J!mol.21,61) This
value is compared to that for Ni3Al being 7-8k.J/
mol.

The strain-rate sensitivity fbr the CRSSfor (1 11)
[10l] slip t' has been frequently reported to be

, **t'

very little as in ordinary fcc metals.6,52,65,73~76)

4.3. Offstoichiometry and U
The activation energy Ustrongly dependson com-

positions, i.e., the deviation from stoichiometry and
ternary additions. It has been qualitatively known
that the positivc temperature dependenceof' strength
is greater for A1-rich dcviation than for Ni-rich devia-
tion in polycrystalline Ni3A1.8,37-39) Such tendency
that the strength anomaly becomesstronger with in-

creasing the minority componcnt has bcen also ob-
served in Ni3G.a,22) Ni3Si,23) and Ni3Ge.23) Recently,
the quantitative evaluation on polycrystalline Ni3Al
has been presentccl by Nogucl,.i et al.,22) as shownin
Fig. 6. In this figure, the effect of deviations fr*'-)m

stoichiometry on the activation energy U is shown
with the discontinuous fashion at stoichiometrv for

both bi.'nary Ni3Al and Ni3G.a alloys22) and ternary
Ni3(A1, Ti) alloys.22,37) Also shown is that Al-rich
deviation tends to have a muchsmaller Uand a some
what larger composition depen,dence of' U than Ni-
rich deviation.

Thosetendencies have been interpreted on the basis

of the phase stability concept.22) According to this

concept, the phase stability of L12 phase with respect
to D022 phase is the origin of the strengt.h anomaly,
which results in almost zero APBenergy on cube
plane and facilitates the thermally activated cross
slip of screw segmentsonto cube plane. It is not easy
to prove it clircctly in the present case of Ni3Al.
However, a broad survey of a number of binary
phase diagrams containing 1.12 phase shows that the
phasc transitions are often fbund from L12 phase to
D022- or D019-type phase with increasing the minority

componentacross the A3Bstoichiometry.

4.4. Ternary Additions and U
Phase stability of L12 phase, which affects the

strength anomaly, can well be varied by the additions
of ternary elements. It is possible to controll the
strength anomaly of L12 compoundsby a proper
choice of the third element, in either dire_ction whcther
it is streng:thened or we'akened. Several typical ex-
amples are cited here. It has been shown that by
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Fig. 6. Effect of the deviations from stoic.hiornetry, ex-

presscd by both the Ni concentration and the devia-
tion parameter ~=1j4-(x+y) on the activation

energy U ibr the thermally activated cross slip

to yield the mechanical anomaly in Ni3A16' and
Nl (Ai, Tl)'24) Together shown are those for

Ni3Ga,22) Ni3Si,23) and Ni3Ge.23)

the substitution of a small amount of Zn for A1 the
anomalyof Ni3Al drarnatically vanishes26) and that by
the substitution of Fe for Ni to fbrm (Ni, Fe)3GJe the
anomalyof Ni3Geis reduced and finally vanishes with
further increase in the substitution rati0.19) Also, it

has been shownthat the Ti addition increases the in-

creasing rate of' flow stress with increasing tempera-
ture.37) This is shown in Fig. 6, where Ni3(Al, Ti)
alloys have. Iower activation energy than Ni3Al binary
alloys. Subsequent to the hot hardness expcriment
drme by Guard and Westbrook8) the cornpositional
effects on the mechanical anomaly ibr polycrystalline
Ni3Al have been reported by manyworkers.38,39,52)

For polycrystalline Ni3A1 slightly deviated to Ni-
rich side the most comprehensive study of the effect

of composition on the strength anomoly, which is

qualitatively defined by the activation energy U, has
been performed by Ochiai et al.24,25) The result is

shownin Fig. 7, where the changing rate of activation

energy per I ato/o of ternary elcments, dUldx, is re-
lated to the changing rate of lattice parameter of 1
ato/o, dajdx, with the equi-valency contours cleter-

mined thereby as indices of the valence ofB-subgroup
elements. Fromthis figure, these noticeable facts can
be seen as follows;

(1) the drastic reduction in dUldx, i.e., the en-
hancementof the strength anomaly, occurs by chang-
ing the ternary solute from 2B- to 4B-subgroup ele-

ments at an almost constant atomic radius (from Zn,
Gato CJe),

(2) the reduction in dU/dx is enhanced by the
addition of an element with larger atomic size at a
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nary Ni3(Al, X) polycrystals.24,25) Equi-valence

contours based on the valence of B-subgroup ele-

mcnts are drawn.

fixed valence (from Gato In), and
(3) for a transltion metal it can be assigned the

apparent valence from the effect on dU/dx. In view
of the valence effcct fbund in Fig. 7, a large valence
would be assigned with decreasing group numberfor

transition metals of 5th (from Mo, Nbto Zr) an.d 6th
(from W)Ta to Hf) periods.

Shoulcl be referred here is the effect of those ter-

nary elements on the mechanical anomalywhich sub-
stitute for the majority componentin L12 compounds.
Unfortunately, no work has been done on (Ni, X)3Al
single crystals. Fromthe results of the limited num-
ber of experimental works on (Ni, Co)3Gesingle crys-
tals77,78) and ~Ni, Fe)3Ge polycrystals,19) the following

sequence is found on the degree of the mechanical
anomaly or the activation energy U; U((Ni, Fe)3Ge)

> U((Ni, Co)3Ge)~~U(Ni3Ge). This sequence clearly

demonstrates the effect of the electron concentrations

on the degree of activation energy lbr the cross slip

and is in accord with the phase stability conce.pt. It

can be said that with increasing the electron atom
ratio by the replacement of' a portion of the majority

component, the mechanical anomalybecomesintense
in the compounds. In this regard, it has been con-
firmed that both Fe and Co substi,tute for Ni-site in
Ni3Ge.9,19)

As often stated above, the phase stabili.ty of L12
phase against D022phase is lowered by the substitu-

tion of such ternary elements that reduce the average
electron atom ratio or increase the atomic radius
ratio.17-2i] There is a direct evidence to show this

criterion. In Kurnakov compoundsAPBdomains
are formed below the order-clisorder transition tem-
perature. The morphology of APBdomains is clas-

sified into two types; the swirl-1ike domains typically

found in Ni3Fe and maze-like domains found in

Cu3Au21,79,8 ) The low APBenergy on (lOO) planes
characterized by the maze-like morphology in Cu3Au
is related to its mechanical anomaly. It has been
shownthat by the addition of small amountof Ni to
Cu3Au, which reduces the average electron atom
ratio, the long period superlattice being related to
DD22 phase becomes unstable, the maze-like mor-
phology converts to the swirl-]ike and the mechanical
anomaly is removed.21) In case of Berthollide type
compounds, no APBdomains are usually formed.
However, it has been recently pointed out by Cahn
et al.81) that the order-disorder transition temperature
crosses over the liquidus temperature, al]oys contain-
ing less than 23 ato/o Al freeze in disordered form and
order on further cooling. The maze-1ike domains
along (lOO) planes are often reported in melt quench-
ed Ni3Al alloys82~84) in accord with the phase stability

concept. Details on the phase stability of L12 com-
poundsare found in the previous papers.22,23,2s,29)

Regarding the constant Ao in Eq. (2), very little

infbrrnatio_ n is available. However, it maybe worth-
while to mention that Ao is weakly dependent o_n com-
position.55)

4.5. Orientation and U(JV:-de.bendence)

On Ni3Ga single crystals, Takcuchi and Kura-
mot06' have shown that the rate of incre_ase in T*et

with increasing temperature becomesmore intense as
the compression axis is movedawayfrom [OOl] direc-
tion, i.e., the Schmidfactor ratio J\'is increased, where
~~r=S~jS~ and S~ and S. are the Schmid factors on
(OIO)[TOl] and (1 11)[TOl]. (see Appendix) Schema-
tically, this is shown in Fig. l, as the difference of
flow stress between the orientations A and B in the
regime I. Later, similar orientation dependence, as
is called the JV:-dependence, has been conflrmed on
various kinds of Ni3(Al, X) by manyworkers,86~89) on
Ni3Ge bv Pak et al.,?7,78) and on Cu3Auwith weak
response by Kuramotoand Pope.62) This behaviour
can easily be explained by the cross slip model. For
a given shear stress on (11 l)[lOl], the shear stress on
(OIO)[10l] being increased with increasing JV-value
facilitates the cross slip of l/2[lOl] screw dislocations

onto (OIO) plane. Thus the activation energy Ude-

creases for high value of JV.

Takeuchi and Kuramot06) have explained the J\r_

dependenceon the activation energy U, giving

U= U1-AIJVr*et, """"""""""'(5)

where, U1' A1: constants for a given composition
J~rT : the RSSon (OIO)[10l].

**t

Equation (5) indicates that the stress jVr..t which en-
hances the cross slip from (111) to (OIO) planes re-
duces the activation energy Uand that the second

term naturally leads to a breakdown of Schmid's
law at higher temperatures. Fig. 8, for several ex-
amples, clearly shows such effec.t in Ni3(Al, W),s6)
Ni3(Al, Ta),74) and Ni3CJe77) single crystals with the
relation between Uand JV:.85) Onthis figure it can
be recognized that the JV:-dependence of U is con-
sidered to be almost samefor all nickel basc L12 com-
pound.85)

In the past works, the JV:-dependence of strength
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the activation encrgy, U, for (a) Ni3(Al, W),86' (b)

Ni3(Al, Ta),74) and (c) Ni3Ge.77)

The dotted line in each figure indicates the cal-

culated value ibr a polycrystal with the correspond-

ing composition.

In (b), a comparison can be madeof the values

obtained by tension and compression tests, where
the ..O_-dependence can be seen.

anomaly has most often been presented by the rela-

tion between the peak temperature, Tl,,, or T and
/'''

JV:-value. It is, however, Iikely to be inappropriate

because the appearance of the peak temperature is

controlled by the compet,ition of the operative slip

systems as discussed in Cl_,hap. 2, but not directly by
JV-value. It will be shown in Chap. 8 that the pea.k

temperature is better correlated with R-value rather

than JV:-value.

4.6. Ufor Single Crystals

Comparisoncan be madebetween the activation

energies for polycrystals and single crystals, under such
assumption that is applied to the estimation ol' fG(..t)

in Chap. 3. From the result oi' Fig. 6, the effect of
deviations from stoichiometry on Uis described as,

AU= [(dU/dTj)~=+0]~ for Ni rich deviation

AU= [(dU/d~)1=_o]~ for Al rich deviation
.(6)

where, ~=Ij4- (x+y)
y: the mole fractions ofAl
x: the ternary solute X substituting for A1

site.

From the result of Fig. 7, the effect of ternary acldi-

tions on Uis described as,

AU= (dU/dx)x
.......

.........(7)

CombiningEqs. (6) and (7), wecan calculate the ac-
tivation e.nergy for polycrystalline Ni3(AI X) U, , poty,

corresponding to a composition of any single crystal

treated.

Theactivation energy Udeducedfrom the reported
values for single crystals are comparedwith the cal-

culated values of Up,,[)' for polycrystals.85) Instead of
directly comparing U, f(U)=exp(- UIRT) is here de-
fined and evaluated at I OOOK as a measure for the
contribution of U to the thermal componentof' the
shear or flow stress. The comparison is then made
in Fig. 9. Here, the values for single crystals are
chosen for two orientations; one for near [OOl] with
smaller JV:-value and the other for near [11l] with
larger JV-value. In this case, the scatter in the data
is inevitable, because of the different characterization
of single crystals by individual workers, slightly dif-

ferent orientations oi' single crystals each other, ignor-
ing of the Q;-dependenceand a simple assurnption for

the estimation of Ur"Iy on polycrystals. In spite of
such several uncertainties, it is rather surprising that
there is a good agreement between them. Moreover
one can find a clear indication of the JV:-dependence
of Uin single crystals by a comparison of Figs. 9(a)

and 9(b).

5. TensionjCompression Flow Stress Asym-
metry (Q-dependence)

Flow stress resolved on primary octahedral slip

plane in the regime 11 is often observed unequal de-
pending on the sense of the applied stress.74,90-93) As
is shownin Fig. 10 for the case of Ni3Ga,92] the ap-
pearance of this tension/compression asymmetryalso

dependson orientations in the unit triangle but it can
not be explained by the variation in jY-value. Pope's
group74,90-93) has then introduced another orientation
factor termed Q;-value, where ~=SqjS~and Sq and S~

are the Schmidt factor on (111)L12l] and that on
(lll)rlOl]. (see Appendix) Because l/2[lOl] screw
dislocations in the compoundare most probably dis-

sociated into 1!6[112] Schockley partials, any stress

componentthat aids their constriction would promote
cross slip and vice versa. Therefore it is expected that
the sign of the RSSon (1 1l) along [12l] would decide
whether the superpartials are constricted or extended
and at ~=0 the asymmetrywould disappear. This
is the criterion first proposed by Lall et al.90) Thus,
the activation energy U including both JV:- and Q;-

dependencesshould be written as,

U Ul AINt**t-A2Qr.*t """""""'(8),

where, A2: a constant.
This model, however, can not explain the fact that

the orientation where the asymmetryvanishes is de-
viated toward [OOl] side in the unit triangle from the
[012]-[113] great circle on which Q=0. (see Ap-
pendix) Paider et al.93) have shownthat energetically
the most favourable configuration fo_ r the cross slip

would be such that the core of 1/2rlOl] dislocations
is constricted by the applied stress on (lll) and is

9
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Comparisonbetween t.he observed activation energy, U, in single
crystalline Ni3(Al. X) with orientations near LOOl] and the calcu-
lated values. Upoly' for polycrystals of the corresponding com-
positions.85)

Instead of directly comparing U, f(U)=exp (- UIRT) is de-
fined and evaluated at I OOOK as a measure for the contribu-
tion of L,r to the thermal componentoi' the shear or flow stress.

Together shown are the results for Ni3Ga and Ni3Ge.
In case when the composition of single crystal is simply

clairned to bc 75 ato/o Ni, two values ibr a polycrystal are
obtaincd according to whether the extraporation is madefrom
Ni-rich side (JV) or from AI-rich side (A), as shown in Fig. 6.

Whenthe test is carried out in tension the data is shown with
" T", othcrwise the test is in compression.
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A similar comparison between observed activation energy, U, in

sing]e crystallinc Ni3(Al, X) with orientations near [Tll] and
c.alculated values U ibr 1)olycrystals oi' corresponding com-' poI~" '
positions.85)

extendecl by that on (111). The treatment is based
on the original work by Escaig.94) The modcl, being
called as Escaig model, tells us that any stress com-
ponent that enhance the dissociation of superpartials
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Frg 10. Temperature dependenceof the CRSSon (111)

[lOl] in NiBGasingle crystals with thrce different

stress axis,92] showing tension (T)/compression (C)

asymmetry occurring according to the Q,value.
(see Appendix~

o

after the cross slip would stabilize the configuration
and thereby raise the flow stress. The sign ol' the
Schmid factor on (1 11)[12l] then becomeimportant
in addition to _V- and Q;-values in understanding the
tensionjcompression asymmetry. It has been shown
that this new factor changes its sign on [Oll]-[T12]
great circle in the unit triangle. (see Appendix) Then
the zero-asymmetry boundary has be.cn shownto de-
viate toward [OOl] side, by combining the effect of
Q;-value with this criterion and by considering the
change in relative spacing oi' Schockley partials with
sign of the applied stress.91) The tension/compression
asymmetryhas also been reported on the single crys-
tals of nickel-base alloys with high volume fractions of

' 95-97)T'
Detailed analysis and explanation on this phe-

nomenonis best summarized in a review paper by
Popeand Ezz.14)

6. Flow Stress above the PeakTemperatures
6.1. Onset ofCube Slip (Regime II)

From the slip trace analysis of deformed Ni3Al
single crystals, Copley and Kear66) have found that
in the regime 11 above the pe'ak temperature TI'" the
slip system operated is (OOI )[IIO]. This observation
has been latcr confirmed by manyworkers6,35,52,78,98)

in most of L12 compoundshaving the mcchanical
anomaly.33) Not muchwork, on the other hand, has
been done on the deformation mechanismby cube
slip system. Thornton et al.52) have shown that the
strain-rate sensitivity of the flow stress for (OOI )rTIO]

slip is very large in Ni3Al, whereasthat for (1 11)LTOl]
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is small as in ordinary fcc metals. Similar observa-
tion has been made for Ni3C~.a by Takeuchi ancl

Kuramot0,6) for Ni3(Al, X) by Leverant et al.76) and
Travina et al.73) The temperature and strain-rate de-

pendencesof the CRSSfor (OO1)[lOl] slip are shown
in Fig. 11, where the data for Ni3(Al. Ti) containing
5.0 atcyo Ti are obtained by Miura et al.35) and those

for Ni3(Al, Ta) containing 4.5 at~/o Ta by Umakoshi
et al.74) It can be seen from this figure that the ap-
plied stress r could be expressed by Eq. (3) in the

regime 11, which is characterized by the negative tem-
perature dependenceof strength. Also can be seen
is that f,,,,b obeys the Schmid's law. Here, the ather-

mal component~a("'b) s are estimated to be 170 MPa
for Ni3(Al, Ti) and 195lvlPa for Ni3(Al, Ta). It will

be shown later, however, that the difference in the

values is not a direct reflection of the different kinds

of ternary element.
The similarity of the temperature and strain-rate

dependencesof the effective stress observed in bcc
metals suggests that cube glide in Ni3Al is controlled

by a thermally activated process. Miura et al.35) have
shownthat the strain-rate is given by

t=t. exp(-HIRT) ..................(9)

where, f: the shear strain-rate

t* : constant
.

H: the additional energy that must be sup-
plied by thermal fluctuation to overcome
the innate lattice resistance to dislocation

motion or the Peierls stress.

Then it follows that

H= -k(a In r/oT 1)...b
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The temperature dependence of the CRSSfor

(OOl)LTIO] slip, T.**1" at different strain-rates in

(a) Ni3(Al. Ti)35) and (b) Ni3(Al. Ta).74] The
cri_tical temperature, T,,, is here defined as the

temperature at whic.h thc- CRSSbecomesinde-

pendent.

= -k T2(at~*b/a T)f(a In f/aT~ub)T
':""

"'(lO)

v* = -(aH/ar~~b)T = kT(a In tlar'ub)T

.(1 1)

The activation energy Hand the activation volume
v* is principally a function of the stress and offers

somecheck on the validity of the analysis as a ther-

mally activated process. For Ni3(A1, Ti) single crys-
tals, the maximumactivation energy derived from Eq.
(lO) is 170 kJ/mol and the activation volume above
the effective stress of 10 MPaderived from Eq. (ll)
is of the order oi' 5 to 15 b3 where b is the Burgers
vector. Thederived activation energy is muchsmall-

er than that lbr inter-diffusion in Ni3Al. Then the
following state equation for the plastic deformation
in the regime 11 is obtained,

Tcub = TG('~b) +T'~b[1 - TITc]2 and
l/Tc = ~k/Holn(tlt.) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••(12)

or

T*~b TG(cub) +[Vrg~b+kT/2Ab3. In (f/ f.)]2

.(13)

where, Ho: the activation energy at T~~b=0
T*: the critical temperature at which the

CRSSbecomesindependent at a con-
stant strain-rate.

An important conclusion is suggested by the small
value of the activation volume derived. The CRSS
of cube slip is rate-determined by thc Peierls-Nabarro
mechanism.35)

The composition dependenceof Ta('~b) ,
which is in-

dependent on strain-rate can be compared for each
result of single_ crystal experiments. 'l'his is done in

Fig. 12 as a func,tion of the deviation from stoichio-
metry.33,99) Although there is a relatively large scat-

ter, it seems that the athermal componentTa(*~b) Is

not so muchaffected by the ternary additions but by
the deviations from stoichiometry. In other words,
the solid solution hardening of TG(cub) rs small com-
pared to that of ra("t)' This trend is mostly em-
phasized in case of the single crystals containing B,

which is soluble interstitially in Ni3Al. It is rec-
ognized on the work done by Heredia32) the solution

hardening rate of T(!(" Is considerably increased but.

that of' TG( Is remained ahnost constant by the ad-
dition of' B in Ni3Al, as shownin Fig. 12. It is in-

teresting to note that amongnickel base L12 com-
poundsTG(.~h) of N1'3Ge is rclatively high comparedto
that of Ni3Al or Ni3Ga, as seen in Fig. 12.33) Never-
theless. Pak et al.77,78) have shown in Ni3Ge that Tpc
is extremely low to be less than 300 K for thc speci-

menhaving an orientation close to [lll]. It is ob-
vious that r*~b easily comcsbelow 1.*t because of' Iow
T. of cube slip system in NiBC.e and this results in the

onset of cube slip at relatively low temperature. This
will be mentioned again in Chap. 8.

In the regimc 11, where the deformation is con-
trolled by cube slip, it has been observed that disloca-

tions have no distinct directionality,6,52,77) and also

observed in in situ experiments is that the mo_vement
of dislocations is steady and continuous,59) keeping
the separation of unit dislocations almost constant.15)
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In (a) is shown effect of composition on TG(cub)
being the athermal componentof T*~b as a func-
tion of the deviation from stoichiometryjNi con-
centration.99) The deviation parameter is so de-
fined as,

~= l/4 - (x+ y)
,

where x,y : the mole fractions of ternary element

Xand Al, respectively.

Note that the data for Ni3(Al, Nb) being 340
MPaseemsto be erratic.

The concentration of ternary element is shown
in (b).

This feature strongly suggests again the Peierls mech-
anism controls cube glide. In contrast to cube glide
the dislocation motion on (lll) plane is reported to
be too fast to observe moving statc.15,59)

Unfortunately few works on the strain-rate depend-
ence of flow stress in L12 single crystals have been
done. The composition dependenceof the other sets
oi' parameters in Ni Al TO T., H and f*, can3 , *~b, ,
not be deduced. Moreexperimental and theoretical
research works are needcd in this area of the regime
II.

6. 2. Onset of Viscous Flozv (Regime111)

There observed many evidences34) to show that
octahedral slip still governs the plastic behaviour in
the regime 111 if' the strcss axis is oriented near
[OOl].6,52,66,78,98) Ochiai et al.36) have shownin Ni3(Al,
Ti) that stress-strain curves for such situation are

characterized by a substantial yield drop and the
following steady-state deformation as shown in Fig.
13. In the past works the stress-strain curves as pri-
mitive data have not usually been reported and this
interesting phenomenonseems to have been over-
lookcd. Wecan, however, find the yield drop on the
stress-strain burves66,86,89) or a negative work hard-
ening ratelo0-102) for the orientation being close to
[OOl] by a careful look in a few previous papers. As
shown in Fig. 13, at a temperature just above T1'"

t_he yield drop is minimal showing no appreciable
work hardening and with further increase in tempera-
turc it becomes intense. Such yield behavio_ur is

suggested to be very similar to that of' Johnston-
Gilman type.36)

The CRSSfor (lll)[TOl] at the steady state de-
formation, ,~*~t' decreases with increasing temperature
and exhibits normal strain-rate sensitivity which is in

strong contrast to T.ct in the regime I. It has been
shownthat the state equation for T"*.t can be expressed
as,

t= t~(1i"*ct)" exp (-ElkT)
..

.........(14)

where, t~ : a constant
n: the stress exponent.

Theexpression is similar to that for the diffusion con-
trolle.d creep and thus implies that the deforrr]ation in
this temperature regime is a type of viscous flow rate-
controlled by diffusion.2,103) The stress exponent n
has been estimated to be 3 in this case.36) In case of
the steady-state creep on polycrystalline Ni3A1, the
exponent n has been reported to be 2.5698) and 3.2)

The apparent activation energy for the deformation,
E, has then estimated to be ca. 290 k.Jjmol, which is

of the sameorder as that found fbr creep of polycrys-
talline Ni3A1 bein~g 317103) or 326 kJ!mol.2) Thc value
is also comparable wi_th that for inter-diffusion in
Ni3All04) or the self-diffusion ofAl in nickel.l05)

It has beenproposed that the steady-state deforma-
tion above Tp" would be resultcd by the viscous flow
occurring when the rate of Kear-Wilsdorf locking
counterbalances with that of unlocking by atornic

rearrangement by local short range diffusion.36) Thus,
it is certain that the prerequisites for the occurrance
of .Johnston-Gillman-type yield drop is fulfilled,36)

which are the low density of mobile dislocations be=
fore straining, the rapid dislocation maltiplication and
non-sensitivity on dislocation velocity to the stress.

No data are found on the stress at steady-state,
r"*.t' as stated above. In order to visualize the effect

of ternary elements on the plastic flow behaviour in
the regime 111, a temperature at which the 0.2 o/o

flow stress becomesto be 200 MPa, T200~lp*' is here
defined.34,106) Then the effect can be shownas Fig.
14, by which the additions ofternary elements raising
T20011]'~ steeply are judged to be favourable fo_ r higher
resistance against softening in the temperature re-
gime.106) In these figures, the data presented by
Curwick80) and Heredia31,32) are used because there
is no other systematic work done at a constant strain-

rate. It is clear that the parameters such as E and
Ko mEq. (14) should be stro_ ngly dependent on com-
position. It can be seen that the high temperature
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Effect of ternary additions on the temperature at which the

which is defined asflow stress becomes200 MPaT, 200 ~lr**,

a measure ibr the high temperature strength,106) using the

data obtained by Heredia at a constant strain-rate.31,32)

resistzince for the plastic flow is increased by an order
of W, Ta, Mo, Nband Ti in Fig. 14(a) and by an
order of Ta>Hf>Nb>Zrin Fig_

.
14(b), presenting a

good correlation with an order in the melting point
of these elements. It then seems that self diffusion

of the ternary element would control the magnitude
^r 7' * I06)and hence t~1 1 200MP~ **t'

Although having been ignored until the work at
high temperatures by Miura et al.,106) it should be
notcd that fbr orientations awayfrom [OOl] there are

manyexperimental indications on the occurrence of

a transition from cube slip to viscous octahedral slip,

i.e., from the regime 11 to the regime 111, with fur-

ther increase in temperature.34) It can be often seen
that somedata for higher tempcratures do not fit to
the plot between the CRSSonto (OOl)LllO], T.~b, and
temperature T.34) It would be likely to happen if

one sees the stronger negative temperature depend-

ence of T"*.* than that of T.~b in Fig. 1, where the
transition temperature is denoted as Tt' Slip system
controlling the creep defbrmation has not been re-
ported. It is, however, speculated that the operative
slip system at very slow strain-rate such as a creep
condition would be octahedral visco_ us flow but not
cube slip, irrespective of orientations of stress axis.
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7. L12 Single Crystals Other than Nickel Base
Conrpounds

7. 1. Pt3Al

Mention should be madeon the plastic behaviour
in single crysta]s of Pt3Al repo_rted by Weeet al.107)

and of C03Ti reported by Takasugi et al.108)

Pt3Al e-xhibits another type of mechanical anomaly
being different from what has been discussed here
typically for Ni3Al. A dramatic increase of the flow
stre.ss with decreasing temperature similar to that
commonlyobserved in bcc metals has been reported
in platinum base 1_12 compounds.18,20) Moreover, it

has been observed in a single crystalline expcrirnent
that cube slip system dominates even at low tempera-
tures unlike other fcc relate.d compounds, with an
exception where the stress axis is away from [Tll]
orientation.l07) It is interesting to note that the tem-
perature dependenceof plastic flow by cube glide of
Pt3Al is quite similar to that of Ni3Al in the regime
II. It is obvious that the temperature regime, where
cube slip governs (the regime II), is moveddown
lower as a result of the competition for the choice of
the operative slip systems.

This trend has been interpreted by Pope's group in

terms o_f spreading corc structure of superpartials into
other planes to makethem sessile.14) Yamaguchiet

al.70,71) and Paider et al.72) have calculated the sta-
bility of' dislocation structure in a model L12 Iattice

having different APBenergies. Theyhave concluded
that in case of high APBand very low SFenergies on
(1 11) plane superdislocations should be separated by
an SISF, because of unstable APB, and thus the core
of these dislocations are extended spatially. Also,

non-planer core structure should occur on (OIO)
planes separated by an APB. They have expected
that those sessile dislocations result in the high CRSS
both on cube and o_ctahedral planes at low tempera-
tures in Pt3Al.109,110)

Moreover, the group ofthe present authors has pro-
posed that the substantial increase in flow stress at low
temperatures is characteristic of such compoundsthat
lie at phase stability boundary betweenL12 and U3Si-

type DOePhase.28,111,112) It is interesting to note that
Pt3Al and Pt3Gahave two polymorphismsbeing U3Si-

type phases, other than L12 phase.112,113) On the
other hand, Pt3Si and Pt3Gebeing U3Si-type have no
L12 phase.111,112) Anattempt is underway to provide
analytical description on such phase stability between
the two phases in various alloy systems, in terms of
electron atom ratio as well as atomic radius rati0,114)

for which the estimation of SF and APBenergies in

each phase becomescrucial.

7.2. C03Ti

The positive temperature dependenceof strength
in C03Ti has been reported first by Thornton e! al.4)

and later confirmed by Weeet al.18) in polycrystals.
Single crystals of C03Ti containing 21 -22 at(yo Til08)

and of (Clo, Ni)3Ti containing 3at~/o Ni and 23 ato/o

Till5) have been exarnined by lzumi's group. The
addition of 3ato/o Ni is done in favour of single crystal

growth, and it has been confirmed that Ni substitutes

for Co-site in C03Ti.u6) In contrast to Pt3Al, in

C03Ti single crystals the plastic flow controlled by
cube slip takcs place at relatively higher tempera-
tures. Takasugi et al.ros) have suggested that the de-

crease ofthe CRSSabove Tp" is probably due to the
onset of diffusive process on (1 11) dislocation motion.
This sug_gestion is easily acceptable becauseof the high
valuc of Tl,""/T,,, in C03Ti, where T~ is a melting
point. The peak temperature Tf'"' where the onset
of diffusive octahedral slip takes place, is estimated
to be 0.6-0.77 T~ for C03Ti and (Co, Ni)3Ti. In
Ni3(Al, X), Ni3Gaor Ni3G.e single crystals having the
stress axis close to [OOl], T1'" appears at 0,5-0.6
T,,,.108) It can be stated that the regime lll in C03Ti
exists at relatively high temperatures and the regime
II controlled by cube slip takes place at higher tem-
perature in C03Ti than in other nickel base L12 com-
pounds. Also, T200~lP^ has been estimated to be
l 170 to I 180 K for both C03Ti and (Co, Ni)3Ti at a
strain rate of 3.8 to 2.3x 10-3 s~1 I06) The peak tem-
perature shift will be discussed again in Chap. 8.

It is observed in C03Ti that the CRSSfor cube
slip decrease sharply with increasing temperature and
thus no distinct athermal stress TG(.~h) can be esti-

mated. At the same time it is reported that the

CRSSis almost strain-rate independent and non-
crystallographic slip trace is observed in the regime II
beside cube slip trace.108) Considering the above
facts, it is suggested that the plastic behaviour of
C03Ti at high temper,atures is not the sameas that
of other nickel base L12 compoundsand is not con-
trolled by such single mechanismthat is mentioned
in Chap. 6, because the regime 11 is shifted toward
relatively high tempe.rature as comparedto its melt-
ing point. It is concluded that the dominancy for

(111) slip over (OO1~slip in C03Ti at elevated tem-
peratures is not responsible for the ease o_f diffusive

(111) slip but rather for the difficulty in operating
(OOl) slip as a result ofvery high T. for T.*b.

7. 3. Low Teraperature Sensitivity ofFlow Stress

Below room temperature, Pt3Al and C03Ti show
the rapid increase of the flow stress with decreasing
temperature, as stated above. It is ture that the

CRSSfor both octahedral and cube slip in Pt3Al and
the CRSSfor octahedral slip in C03Ti are contro_ Iled

by a thermally activated process, which overcomesan
innate lattice resistance to dislocation motion or the
Peierls stress. Ii' a single mechanismis rate-controll-
ing, it is convenient to introduce the third stress com-
ponent r,f.* to Eq. (1), which might dependsensitively

on temperature Tand strain-rate.

. = rG(..t) +Tt*t( T, f)+T~*t """"""(15)".*t

The function of T"L.t(T, t) is not knownat present but
might be similar to that of .,,.**t,'

In C03Ti at low temperatures T~1'.t(T, f) is the larger

component, while at higher temperatures r;.t is the
larger component.108) Annealing twins have been
frequently observed in a deformed C03Ti in the study

on recrystallizationn7) and a very low phase stability

of C03Ti against D024phase, which consists of a mix-
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ture of cubic and hexagonal stackings, has been con-
flrmed in a study on the pseud(_)binary ('03Ti-Ni3Ti
phase diagram.118) [L'hese facts strongly suggest that

C03Ti has very low SF energy which reconciles itself

to the theory of non-planar dislocation core struc-
ture.109,no) In (Co, Ni)3Ti, it has been shown by

TEMin situ observation that the SISFtype dissociated

pairs being sessile converts into the APBtype dis-

sociated pairs being glissle under an applied stress

ancl the corc transition is reversible.119) This is likely

to be one of the experimental evidences in favor of
the core structure mechanismproposed.

Evidencc contrary to this idea is that no twin has
been observed in as cast Pt3Al nor Pt3Ga.112) Similar

low temperature sensitivity of nowstress has been ob-
served in Ni3Mnl20) and Cu3Ptl21) being Kurnakov
compounds. It is fclt that further works are neces-

sary to answer the question whether the thcrmal com-
ponent of the stress r"L.*(T, t) in thcse L12 compounds
including Pt3Al and C03Ti is controlled by the same
mechanism.

8. PeakTemperatures

It then becomespossible to provide a criterion for

the appc.arance of particular peak temperatures in

Ni3(Al, Ti), Tpc or Tp", depending on the crystal-

lographic orientations by considering relative magni-
tude ofthe RSSon relevant planes.36) Thc condition,

under which octahedral slip governs the plastic de-

formation in regime 111, is that the RSSfor (lll)
[TOl], RT,,.t, exceeds lr"*,t before that fo_r (OOl)[llO],
RT.,*b, does t*~b. It is expressed as;

Rt"*et R1**t -, .~b . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.( 16)

Fig. I depicts two situations where the condition holds

or not depending on the orientaLion of the single

crystals. For the orientatio_ n A being away from
[OOl], the value of R is larger than the unity and
consequently the inequality (16) is not satisfled. Then
the relative ma(Tnitudc of relevant shear sLrcsses as a
function oftemperature is as Fi_g. 1. For the orienta-
tion Bbeing near [OOl] where the value of Ris much
smaller than the unity, the situation is as shown in

Fig. I and Tp,, becomesvisible. The choice of slip

system for different orientations of stress axis mostly
dependsupon the geometrical restrictions. Fo_r stress

axes located on the [OOl] side of the unit triang_1e,

octahedral slip tends to occur, whereas for those on
the other side, cube slip is preferred.

The above argument on the orientation depend-

ence of the peak temperature can be extended to be

more quantitative by taking the shear strain-rate de-

pendence of stresses into acco_unt to examine the
validity of the inequality (16). Using the state equa-
tions derived so far in the text, the condition under
which TI"' TI" can be analytically obtained.36) We
can define here that "fl"" is the temperature at which
ro*t is equal to T.*.t' These conditions can be ex-
pressed using Eqs. (1), (3) and ~14) with proper as-
signments on the constant values. The result for

Ni3(A1, Ti) at a constant strain-rate is sho_wn in Fig.

15, where Tp. contours are drawn and the region in

Ni3(At,Ti)
Tpc Tpo

li4xl0~4s I

Tpo Tpc

[TI I]

600K

6000

0700 7oo

[OOIJ 11OO1000900 800 [ol 1]

Circles are the orientations examined.
Numcrals are obs,erved Tpc and Tpo'

The region whcrc TT," Tp,* holds is hatched.

Fig. 15. Tpc contour in the unit triangle at a constant
strain rate of 1.4X l0-4 s~1 for Ni3(Al, Ti) single

crystal.36)

which T,," holds is hatched.36) As a result, a
transition boundary exists between two area in the
unit trianglc which location depends on controlling

mechanisrn of the slip systems being temperature and
moreor less strain-rate sensitive.36,110) Note that the
transition boundary between the slip systems is gov-
erned by R-value and the strain-rate as is indicated in

Eqs. (12) and (14). Neverthe]_ess, the boundary and
the contour of Tp" are mostly located along equi-

values of R. (see Appendix)
The peak temperature Tr" is determined by the

The peak shift to lowercondition of Rt.*t=t~~T,.

temperature is l,ikely to occur in Ni3(Al, X) single

crystals by the additions of ternary element, within a
limited numberof systematic observations.36,122) This
feature can be easily explained by the following two
facts. In most cases for the sake of the increase of
the solid solution hardening and the decrease of the
activation energy Uby the ternary additions the rapid
increase of T. occurs with increasing temperature, as
shown in Fig. 7. Onthe othcr hand, although the
effect of the ternary additions on rcub has not fully

knownyet, there is no considerable effect on TG(.,,h) ,

one of the componentsof' T.,,b, as shown in Fig. 12.

Similar observation has been done on the work for

(Co, Ni)3Ti single crystals examined by lzumi's
group.115) It is obvious that the addition of Ni re-

duces the peak temperature of Ci_,03Ti, because of the

rapid increase in t..t with increasing temperature.
The fact that the partial substitution of Ni enhances
the mechanical anomaly of C03Ti is also in accord
with thc phase stability concept concerning to the

electron atom ratio_
.

In contrast to the above, it has
been reported by Pak et al.78) that the small addition
of Co in Ni3Gedoes not markedly affect T..t but does

r,,,,b and the critical ternperature T. are reduced.
'I'hus, the peak shift occurs to lower temperatures in

(Ni, Co)3Ge,78) contrary to (Co, Ni)3Ti. In various
kinds of L12 compounds, the comparison of Tp. can
be madeat similar orientations close to rlll] and at

similar strain-rates of l0-3- lO-4 as follows; at 650 K
for Ni3(Al, Nb),91) at 600K for Ni3(Al, Ti),35) at 720
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K for Ni3Ga,123) at 300 K for Ni8Ge77) and at 900 K
for C03Ti.ro8) Amongthese L12 compounds, it has
been reported that T. is inversely related to T(;(..b)

and proporti_onally related to T,,, 99)

Single crystal superalloys with the orientation near
[OOl] have superior high tempe_rature capability, be-

cause of the occurrence of the highest peak tempera-
ture amongall other orientations. It is therefbre
practically important to knowhol'v the ternary addi-
tions affect the peak tcmperature TJ," in Ni3(AI, X)
single crystals. In Chap. 6, it is demonstrated that
the substitution of refractory transition metals in-

creases the parameter T200~.'1F** and hence +-"**t' The
increase of 1:.~t caused by the Kear-Wilsdorf locking
with increasing temperature will continue until the
condition of -*..t=r"*,t is attained. It is concluded
that the substitution of refractory metals, which re-
duce the diffusion rate, raises TI'" in Ni3(A1, X) single
crystals having the orientation near [OOl]. This fea-

ture can be really seen on the data obtained by Cur-
wick.30) The comparison on Tp" can be madeat
similar orientations close to [OOl] and at similar

Octahedral
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300200 IoO
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840
Tpc Tpo 850K
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O
0880 880

Tpo Tpc g70980 OOOlooo 950O
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Circles are the orientations examined.
Numeralsare observed Tp~and Tpo'

The rcgion where T!"" Ti,,. holds is hatched.

Fig. 16. Tpc contour in the unit triangle for Pt3Al, Ni3Ge,
and (Co, Ni)3Ti single crystals.124,

strain-rates as follows; at I 100 K for Ni3(Al, W),8e, at

1150 K. for Ni3(Al, Ti),36) at 920 K for Ni~'.Ga,6) at
870 K ibr Ni3Ge77) and at I 130 K for C03Til08) and
(Co, Ni)3Ti.]-15) In all compounds, TI'" is well above
0.5T,,,, where the diffusion controlled process might
begin. It is interesting to note that T1"" is extended
to higher temperatures being well above 0.6T~ even
in Ni3Ge, which have a very low Tp", compared to
other L12 compounds,77)as stated above.

Basedon the experimentally obtained data for the
temperature dependenceof the CRSSfor both (1 1I)

[10l] and (OOl)[110] slips, it is possible to estimate
the transition boundary in the unit triangle on each
L12 compound. This has been done in Figs. 16 and
17 for Pt3Al, Ni3Ge, and (Co, Ni)3Ti,124) taking into

account the JV:-dependence of the strength anomaly.
Thecalculated transition temperatures of Tp" and Tp.

are summarizedat a constant strain-rate on the unit
triangle in Fig. 16 and as a function of R-value in
Fig. 17. Fromthese figures together with Fig. 15, it

can be seen the different characters in the transition
behaviour from octahedral to cube slip systems in
several kinds of 1_12 compounds. It is found in gen-
eral, Tp. increases first gradually and then steeply
with decreasing R-value. By the truncation upon the
onset of viscous flow on octahedral plane, bcing inde-
pendent on the R-value, TI'" takes place at region of
smaller value of R. As a deformation map, the transi-

tion temperature from cube slip to viscous octahedral
slip, being termed as Tf' can be drawn to form a
triple point, as indicated in Fig. 17.

To be noted is that the temperature regime be-

tween Tp" and Tt, i.e., the regime II, is found much
narrower for (Co, Ni)3Ti than for other L12 com-
pounds. This situation would makedifficult to ex-
perimentally visualize transition of the slip systems,
as evidcnced by the result obtained by Takasugi et

al.108) The result for Pt3Al is somewhat different
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where a slight retrogression on the R-dependenceof
Tp" Is observed However, it is not conclusive be-

cause the high temperature plastic behaviour is not
taken into account in this calculation. It is evident
that additional works are needed on the plastic be-
haviour of these compoundsincluding Pt3Al in terms
of the strain-rate sensitivity, the temperature depen-
dence of flow stress at high temperatures and the be-
haviour of dislocations.

Note that the occurrence of the peak of flow stress
in polycrystals is rather complicated. It would be
caused not only by the onset of cube slip or viscous
octahedral slip but also by grain boundary sliding or
cracking, the latter being dependent on the grain size

and the nature of grain boundary. 125-127)

9 Future Scope

This review demonstrates that the plastic behaviour
in Ni3(Al, X) single crystals are clearly understood in

terms of the dependent variables, i.e., temperature,
strain-rate, orientation and compositions including
the deviation from stoichiometry and the ternary
additions. As a summary,the list of the experimental
works on the mechanical properties ofL12 single crys-
tals, mostly related to the temperature dependenceof
flow stress, is shownin Table I .

The above situation will stimulate us to establish
the mathcmatical modeling for the estimation of flow
stress in Ni3(Al, X) single crystals. It can predict,
for example, the limit of mechanical properties of

gammaprime such as the peak strength and the peak
temperature within the maximumsolid solubility of

ternary elements. Toward further development of
SLlperalloys being more useful, this program could be
extended to nickel base alloys with high volumeof r',

especially unidirectionally solidifled alloys. In the
r/r' two ph,ase alloys, the additional effects on the
strength must be taken into account;14,144) the volume
fraction and the size of r', the misfit betweenr and r'

and the APBenergy of r'• Clcar relations describing
those effects, theoretical or empirical, have not been
fully understood yet andenoughdata supporting them
is still lacking. The establishment of reliable Ni-
Al-X phase diagrams is claimed. Especially, thc par-
titions of solute elements into r and T', i.e., the equi-
librium compositions of r and r', must be established.

No-man's-land still remains widely in the L12 sin-

gle crystal world. Concerning to the mechanical
behaviour of Ni3Al single crystals, the works on Ni3-
(Al, X), (Ni. X)3A1 and (Ni, X)3(Al, X), are needed,
where Xstands for B-subgroup elements substituting
mostly for A1-site, for transition metals such as Co, Cu
or Pt substituting mostly for Ni-site and for transition
metals such as Fe or Cr substituting f'or both sites,

respectively. Investigations on the Ni3(A1, X) single
crystals containing B-subgroup elements provide us
with the comprehensiveunderstanding on the relation
between the plastic behaviour and the phase stabilit,y

of L12 phase, although they might have no practical
importance. The addition of Cr is of importance for

the improvement of oxidation resistance of T' single
crystals.

The experimental works on quaternary Ni3Al are
also inevitable in order to check the additivity of the
respective effects of a solute element and a second
solute element. Amongthese, special attention should
be paid to the pseudbinary C03TiNi3Al system, where
the continuous solid solution of L12 phase is formed.27)

The compoundsbcing close to C03Ti-side mib"ht be
candidates for thc practical application for high tem-
perature use, because we could combine both the
characters; i.e., good ductility and low diffusivity in

C03Ti and the high stability for compositio_ nal modi-
fications in Ni3Al. The effect of ternary elements
needs to be investigated on APBand SF energies
theoretically and experimentally, by meansoi' elec-

tron microscopel4~-147) or FIM,148,149) in order to con-
firm further the relevance of the phase stability with
thc characteristic mechanical properties and the dis-

location configurations.

The ternary elements such as carbon and boron,
being intcrstitially soluble, would markedly affect the
mechanical propreties. The experiments on the ef-

fect of B addition in single crystals is underway in

Pope's laboratory.32) Beside the improvementof duc-
tility of polycrystals, the role of B is fbund to increase
thc low temperature strength ao(..L) or 1~o(.,,t) ,32,55) and
the mechanical anomaly.32,85) However it does not
affect the high temperature characteristics such as
TG(**,b) and T200~lP^ as can be seen in Figs. 12 and
l4(b)

.

32, I06)

The experiments on other L12 single crystals to be
done can be suggested. Among4 Ni base L12 com-
pounds, only Ni3Si single crystals have not been
treated yet. Polymorphisms of Ni3Sil50i prevent the

gro_wth of single crystals by Bridgman method. It's

possibility would becomelarge, for example, by the
partial substitution of Ti, one of few elem_ents being
accomodatedinto Ni3Si.9) The works on Pt8Al and
C03Ti single crystals are of significance as is men-
tioned in the previous chapter. The temperature de-
pendence of elastic constants of Ni3Al by Onoand
Stern60) and by othersl51-153) is of great value. The
effect of ternary ac,Iditio. ns on the elastic constants of
Ni3Al has been reported in single crystals by Cur-
wick30) and in polycrystals by Mishima et al.11) The
data for elastic constants for other L12 single crystals

are necessary. Recently, Yo0154) has pointed out that
the driving force of the cross slip in L12 compounds
is supplied bv not only anisotropy of APBenergy but
also anisotropy of elastici_ty ibr screw componentd*is-

sociated to APBor SISF.
Altho_ ugh there is every indication for theoreticall55)

and experimental works on work hardening 66,88,98,129)

including latent hardening, 128,156) cyclic hardening
157-159) and fracture stress88,128) and on fatigue,160,166)

muchmore works are needed in this field. Much
progress has been madein deducing the mechanisms
of plastic behaviour in Ni3Al as described here and a
lot of data has been compiled on the creep properties

on the T/r' alloys.14) It is rather surprising that there
have beenonly a few investigations on the creep prop-
erties not only of single crystalline Ni3A1161-163) but
also of polycrystalline Ni3Al.2,ro2,164) Our current
knowledge is quite limited on the creep behaviour of
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Ni3(Al, X) single crystals. It is urgently needed to
investigate the slip system operating during creep and
the composition and orientation dependencesof the

creep rate and to constract the deformation mech-
anism mapfor Ni3A1. Data for inter-diffusion in L12
compoundsare also necessary.
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A-1. Plots of various Schmidfactor ratios, R-, JV:- and
Q-values on the unit triangle.
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